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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem and Purpose 

Why study bikers, the so-called outcasts of American 

society? A review of the literature uncovers a substantial 

lack of research on independent bikers. Most studies of 

bikers are about outlaw clubs. Independents have been left 

out of social science research on bikers. Depictions 

generally focus on outlaw bikers with independents 

indiscriminately lumped into this group (Mader and Palmer, 

1974). Limited amount of research on bikers in general is a 

second reason for studying bikers. Much of our knowledge of 

bikers consists of some rather flamboyant depictions of 

biker lifestyle by Hollywood and other media, and of police 

accounts of biker events. The small amount of social 

science literature (see Chapter II) is overshadowed by these 

sources. 

Bikers have been studied so little because they do not 

take kindly to social scientists or to anyone who wishes to 

observe or to question them. They place little trust in 

individuals who do not follow their way of life. In order 

to study them, one must be involved with bikers in some way 

that will allow observation and interaction. This strategy 

involves risks that many researchers are not willing to 

take. 
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There are broad sociological reasons why it is 

important to study groups like bikers. The uniformity of 

behavior and thought predicted by mass society theorists has 

not come true. Instead, society is made up of many, 

sometimes overlapping, subgroups each with its own more or 

less distinctive variation on the dominant culture. To 

understand modern society and social behavior, one must have 

knowledge of as many of these subgroups as possible. 

In addition, a major concern of sociologists and laymen 

alike has been with deviance and crime--behaviors seen as 

threatening to social order. Bikers have a very distinctive 

subculture in American society which is defiantly deviant. 

Bikers ride a certain brand of motorcycle (Harley-Davidson) 

and identify themselves symbolically with a defiant attitude 

toward conventional norms of behavior. Some biker groups 

are suspected of engaging in criminal behavior, including 

organized crime. Little is known about the sociology of 

biker behavior and biker groups. 

My general purpose is to write a surface ethnography of 

independent biker lifestyle. A surface ethnography is an 

analysis of many spheres of activity and influence in a 

cultural scene. I will describe an independent biker scene, 

focusing on the relationships between the independent 

bikers, their bikes, their style of dress, their friends, 

their families, their jobs, and their social activities. 

Hopefully, the outcome will be a translation that will 
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enable outsiders to understand independent biker lifestyle. 

More specifically, I wish to ascertain the degree of 

similarity between these independent bikers and outlaw 

bikers as described in the literature. Also an attempt to 

answer questions about why bikers engage in certain behavior 

will focus upon theories of outlaw biker subculture and 

behavioral patterns. 

These theories, which will be detailed in Chapter II, 

provide sensitizing concepts which will be used to guide my 

observations and organize my description. While I cannot 

test hypotheses using ethnographic methods, I can attempt to 

collect information which may or may not support the various 

theories of outlaw biker behavior and culture. The 

descriptive detail should be a valuable resource for 

understanding this particular group, for suggesting 

refinements to relevant theories, and for providing guidance 

to persons wishing to do further researth on this or similar 

groups. 

Preview 

The image of the Harley rider is that of the outlaw, 

the troublemaker. This negative image has not helped the 

Harley-Davidson company. It considers this guilt by 

association. So Harley decided to hit the public with a 

mass media campaign. The basis for the campaign comes from 

the Harley-Davidson philosophy. As Willie G. Davidson, III, 
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explains it, "Our mission is and always has been to support 

our customers and be involved with them, and give them a 

reason to ride." The company has set out to get across that 

Harley riders come from all spectrums. In 1988, as an 

example of Harley's commitment, they scattered high-ranking 

executives to the perimeters of the country to ride their 

motorcycles back.to Milwaukee for the company's 85th 

anniversary. When they got back to Milwaukee, they brought 

50,000 other Harley owners riding along with them. The 

celebration netted a million and a half dollars for the 

Muscular Dystrophy Association. They also send executives 

to various MDA barbecues each year. Willie G. Davidson, 

III, was at the local event for this year. Dealers and 

others involved with Harleys are also attempting to clean up 

the Harley image. Easyriders magazine has started 

publishing two monthly issues. One has no nudity or 

profanity. 

Bikers and Harleys are receiving much publicity and 

notoriety. Harleys are everywhere--on the road, magazine 

covers, articles, and ads. They are also in newspapers, 

comic strips, movies, and television. The Donahue Show 

(1987) and The Geraldo Show (1989) have each done their own 

version of a biker show. Donahue had Hell's Angels and 

Geraldo had what he called RUBIES-rich urban bikers. 

Numerous newspaper and magazine articles have been written 

on the growing number of baby boom bikers. The 1988 Neiman-
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Marcus Christmas catalog included custom Harleys starting at 

$25,000. In Manhattan, cheap housing has thrown together 

the New York City chapter of the Hell's Angels and a group 

of working professionals. Many wealthy people and 

celebrities are getting on the Harley bandwagon. Malcom 

Forbes is a Harley fanatic. He had a 187-foot long and 75-

foot high Harley hot air ballon built. He owns over 50 

Harleys and he gave Elizabeth Taylor a brand new one as a 

gift. Billy Idol, Jay Leno, Gary Busey, Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, Eddie Van Halen, Hulk Hogan, and Robert 

Blake are just a few of the many celebrity riders. Suddenly 

everyone in show business wants a Harley. Many more women 

are riding Barleys--celebrities and otherwise. Two Chicago 

women have started the Harley Women magazine. It seems the 

Harley public relations campaign has been a huge success. 

Biker research is boundless. Club members, wealthy 

professionals, and independents are an untapped source of 

sociological phenomenon. Biker women could provide a book 

of material on their role and life in the biker community 

alone. Bikers come and go for whatever reason and things do 

change. Collected data is soon outdated. Continual 

presence on the scene would capture these changes. The 

current public interest in Harleys and bikers should make 

biker research more accessible. The more accumulated 

knowledge, the more avenues for study. Extensive knowledge 

can also designate appropriate research methods to use. 
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Methodology 

The material for this paper comes from my seven years 

of participant observation and informal interviews of 

independent bikers. The setting is a West Texas city of 

about 200,000 people. Data were collected from August 1982 

to July 1989. Interviewing was done on an informal basis 

since bikers are unlikely to adhere to strict schedules or 

formal questioning. Most of the interviews were conducted 

as normal conversations. I would often appear ignorant or 

confused, asking such questions as, "What does that mean," or 

"Why did he do that," in order to get further information or 

feedback. 

This research will utilize a combination of 

ethnographic and qualitative methods. From ethnography I 

take the idea of working with informants to produce a 

cultural description. Informants are first and foremost 

native speakers. Informants provide a model for the 

ethnographer to imitate; the ethnographer needs to learn to 

use the native language in the way informants do. 

Informants are a source of information; they become teachers 

for the ethnographer. Through a series of interviews, 

observations, repeated explanations, and special questions, 

ordinary people become excellent informants (Spradley, 1979). 

Observations have been gathered on an ongoing basis 

from my group of biker informants. These informants are 

thoroughly enculturated and are currently involved in biker 
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life. They understand that I am a researcher interested in 

their culture instead of a spy or someone who may endanger 

their way of life. This does not mean that I am obligated 

to portray them in a positive fashion. My only obligations 

are to report their lifestyle accurately and not to expose 

any confidential information. They will analyze their 

culture for me from their own perspective. My informants 

provided invaluable information on the time, the date, and 

the place of biker events. If an escort was required they 

would perform that service for me. During and after events 

I questioned my informants about what I had seen or heard. 

By observing and talking ~o others I can check and recheck 

what informants have told me. 

Involvement in the biker community is the only way to 

obtain an accurate description of the scene. All previous 

scholarly works have relied heavily on personal involvement. 

Bikers lead all kinds of lives. The biker life is, to some 

degree, something known only by the bikers themselves and 

their biker brothers. The flexibility they have at their 

work place and in other social arenas determines the amount 

of personal information a biker is willing to divulge. Many 

important subtleties are missed if not witnessed. 

An ethnographic description of a biker community is the 

ideal way to present the material. Learning from the people 

involved provides a native's point of view. This point of 

view is especially important when dealing with little known 
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groups. A cultural description can provide empirical data 

for developing grounded theory. The term grounded theory 

refers to data grounded in fact and generating theory from 

that data. Grounded theory can help future research 

describe a social scene and its participants. The 

conceptual framework is generated from the data rather than 

from previous studies, although previous works most almost 

always influence the study. 

I believe my participant observation work and 

ethnographic style are a success, although I sometimes 

question that success. For example, certain people forced me 

to wonder if I would ever be able to break the biker 

barrier. However, my perseverance, lack of intimidation, 

and honesty helped accomplish the breakdown of this barrier. 

Those I thought would never accept me eventually did, and my 

openness encouraged conversation. But not always did these 

qualities prevent someone from putting me in my place if the 

situation arose. A personal friend of mine pawned some 

equipment that belonged to an informant. I was told to 

expect no mercy for him if he ever showed up in town again. 

Another time I was asking questions in front of several 

citizens. The biker in the group played dumb and snubbed me 

the rest of the afternoon. 

With all participant observation and ethnographic 

studies ethical questions will arise. The truth about what 

is being done is a necessity. Any deception leads to 
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inaccurate information or no information at all. Anonymity 

is promised but obviously those in the community will recall 

certain incidents and know "who is who." As mentioned 

earlier any confidential material must be treated as such. 

Any breach of this understanding could lead to trouble with 

this sometimes dangerous group. 

Gaining entrance to biker groups is difficult. The 

authors of the biker literature I have read handled the 

admittance problem through their friendships with bikers and 

knowledge or ownership of a Harley-Davidson. The Hopper and 

Moore (1980) paper was a result of the senior author's 

friendship with the junior author who is a former president 

of an outlaw club. James Quinn (1984) was an active member 

in a one percent Florida club for 22 months. Mader and 

Palmer (1974) were both involved in different motorcycle 

groups at different points in time and in different parts of 

the country. J. M. Watson (1980, 1982) spent three years of 

participant observation in the subculture of outlaw 

motorcyclists. Although not a member of any outlaw clubs, 

he has been acquainted with members and officers of various 

clubs, as well as more loosely organized groups of 

motorcyclists for ten years. He gained direct access to 

biker groups by frequenting places where bikers congregate 

to work on their bikes. He says building a bike gave him 

legitimation and access to local biker groups and eventually 

led to contact with other bikers, including outlaws. 
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Montgomery (1976, 1977) was a member of a motorcycle club 

for one and a half years. He obtained his data from 

conversations with various outlaws, observations of field 

meets, and from participant observation. Mass media sources 

and newspaper clippings served as supplements. 

My entrance into this biker cohort was made possible by 

friendships and acquaintances that I had with some 

independent Harley riders. These riders and my informants 

turned me on to other riders via parties, special events, 

runs, and general hanging out. They provided me with easy 

access to the group by vouching that I was "cool." In other 

words, I was not there to get anybody busted for anything. 

No attempt was made to hide my purpose or the fact that I 

was doing research. I was usually introduced as a friend 

first and then the research might be mentioned. My presence 

on the scene did not change the bikers' behavior. My 

informants assured me that what I witnessed was unaltered 

behavior. I was convinced of this after seeing or hearing 

about the same behaviors being repeated time and time again. 

Many of the riders were anxious to talk to me about their 

biker lifestyle. They were curious about my presence and at 

the same time flattered by my interest. Even though they 

knew my purpose, a female that was not a "hanger-on" or 

someone's old lady was an oddity. This curiosity about me 

was an advantage in gathering information. 
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It is often a problem for outsiders to obtain accurate 

information on a group. My seven years in the field and the 

accepted use of my nickname Mel support my biker insider 

status. I am also an associate member of the H.O.G. (Harley 

Owner's Group) club. A request to hide a biker from the 

cops, to come to the hospital after a biker had an accident, 

and passing a dancing ritual at the bar are further proof of 

my insider status. These last three incidents will be 

detailed in Chapter III. An understanding of the 

camaraderie, brotherhood, and total freedom gained from the 

lifestyle is hard to define. Unless experienced, this 

lifestyle is difficult to comprehend. Until more research 

is done an insider's knowledge is mandatory. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 

A review of the literature provides limited discussion 

of independent bikers. As mentioned earlier most of the 

literature deals with outlaw motorcycle clubs. However, 

Mader and Palmer (1974) and Montgomery (1976) do describe 

what they call pseudo-outlaws. Montgomery (1976) identifies 

pseudo-outlaws as straight persons who act as outlaws on 

weekends for the fun, prestige, and vicarious identification 

it provides. They may form short-lived clubs, often for an 

afternoon, but have no name, regular meetings, clubhouse, 

regulations, officers, dues, or elections. 

Mader and Palmer (1974) provide a more detailed 

description of pseudo-outlaws. They characterize the 

pseudo-outlaws as being less hostile toward conventional 

society but at the same time giving lip-service to the 

general ethos of violence and trouble characterizing the 

outlaws. They are not as totally dedicated to the bike life 

and their membership in the group does not obtain 

superiority in their value system. They are also limited in 

their riding time to week nights and weekends since many of 

them hold down fairly steady jobs. Mader and Palmer see 

their general impression as one of a facade, one of 
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appearing the tough and cool biker but not really having the 

time or desire to become completely absorbed by the 

subculture. 

There is no definite hierarchical arrangement among the 

pseudo-outlaws. They do place some emphasis upon the 

projection of the cool Harley rider image and there may 

exist a small core of devoted riders who perpetuate the 

existence of the group, but generally pseudo-outlaws are 

held together by friendships and riding together. Pseudo

outlaws wear leather jackets and chaps for protection. 

This practice is often identified with outlaw clubs who 

do not wear leather; wearing something for protection would 

go against their ethos of danger and excitement (Mader and 

Palmer, 1974). 

Pseudo-outlaws are more integrated into society due 

to their associations with other people at their jobs and in 

their neighborhoods who are not part of the biker scene. 

This expanded role-set gains them more acceptance. They may 

look tough and grungy but through experience and contact 

with them in other roles the members of the community come 

to view them in less menacing terms. The boundaries of the 

outlaw clubs are very rigid in terms of not associating with 

anyone except other members of the club. The boundaries of 

the pseudo-outlaws are more permeable. They ride with most 
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all fellow riders as long as they ride Harleys (on rare 

occasions a foreign bike may be accepted) and they socialize 

with non-bikers. 

To provide a basis for comparing independent bikers to 

outlaw bikers, the outlaw biker literature must first be 

searched for potential common features and possible 

contrasts. The bulk of what is available are short, 

journalistic articles found in cycle, popular, or news 

magazines, newspapers, media sources, and government 

documents. Two popular books should be mentioned. Hunter 

Thompson (1966), a professional free-lance journalist, was 

apparently the first person to make a serious study of an 

outlaw motorcycle club. He associated himself with the 

Hell's Angels of the San Francisco Bay area during the 

middle 1960's. The second book is a biography of Frank 

Reynolds written by Mike McClure (1967). Reynolds was a 

former officer of the San Francisco Hell's Angels. These 

forerunner works, however, are now quite dated. Since most 

of these articles deal only with a hodgepodge of specific 

events without any central theme of analysis, they are not 

reviewed here. Reference is made, when appropriate, to a 

few of these selections. Though there is some overlap in 

the themes of analysis, the few research studies dealing 

with outlaw bikers focus primarily on one or more of the 

following themes: 1) outlaw biker history, 2) organizational 

structure, club rituals, and terminology, 3) outlaw bikers 
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as problems for police, 4) links between outlaw bikers and 

organized crime, and 5) theories of outlaw biker subculture 

and behavioral patterns. I will discuss representative 

studies falling within these themes. 

Outlaw Biker Literature Themes 

Outlaw Biker History 

Abadinsky (1985) traces outlaw biker history back to 

the end of the 1940's. Many World War II combat veterans, 

particularly those residing in California, were seeking new 

outlets for pent-up feelings of hostility and alienation. 

They found an outlet in the motorcycle and in association 

with others in motorcycle clubs. These clubs provided a 

continuing quasi-military camaraderie among the members. 

The motorcycle became a symbol of freedom from accepted 

social responsibilities and restraints, and soon these new 

clubs became perceived as threats to local communities. 

Shortly after World War II, a group of California 

veterans formed a motorcycle club and called themselves the 

"Pissed Off Bastards of Bloomington" (POBOB). By some 

accounts, POBOB was dedicated to mocking social values 

through acts of vandalism and general lawlessness. In 1946, 

following the arrest of a POBOB member for fighting in 

Hollister, California, a reported 750 bikers descended on 

the town and demanded his release. When local authorities 

refused, the bikers literally tore up the small community (a 
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scene that was later depicted in the film The Wild Ones, 

1953, starring Marlon Brande). After this incident, POBOB 

developed into a more disciplined group and became the first 

outlaw motorcycle club to receive national notoriety as the 

Hell's Angels. The name Hell's Angels comes from a Howard 

Hughes movie made in 1929. The 303rd bomber Squadron 

adopted the name Hell's Angels from the motion picture. The 

Hell's Angels adopted the name from the 303rd Bomber 

Squadron during World War II. Hopper and Moore (1980) 

disagree with Abadinsky (1985) about POBOB developing into 

the Hell's Angels. 

Davis (1982) recounts an instance similar to the 

Hollister event in the summer of 1948. In Riverside, 

California, 5,000 bikers gathered and the event turned into 

a riot. The Riverside Police Chief blamed this occurrence 

on visiting outlaws and the term outlaws began to be applied 

to individuals connected with some motorcycle clubs. The 

American Motorcycle Association originated the idea that the 

antics of the Hell's Angels in the late 1950's and early 

1960's were representative of only one percent of the 

American motorcycling population. The Hell's Angels soon 

adopted this disclaimer as their mark of distinction. The 

use of the term and insignia (one percent) then spread to 

other motorcycle ·clubs that were sufficiently fearless 

enough to defend it and alienated enough to exalt in such 

marginal status (Thompson, 1966). 
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The creation of a national interest in motorcycle clubs 

in the 1960's was in large part a media phenomenon. Movies 

romanticizing motorcycle club behavior (Wild Angels, Hell's 

Angels on Wheels, and Hell's Angels 69) sparked an interest, 

drawing others to motorcycle clubs. This media coverage 

primed the public and created a national interest in 

motorcycle clubs. Social scientists have identified 

some effects this media coverage had. These effects include 

not only changes in attitudes and values but also imitative 

behavior (Gerbner, 1977). The media boost given the Hell's 

Angels encouraged similar behavior in other motorcycle 

clubs. Quinn (1984), Abadinsky (1985), and others identify 

the four national outlaw motorcycle clubs as the Bandidos, 

Hell's Angels, Outlaws, and Pagans. 

Outlaw Club Organizational Structure 

Consistent with their founders' military background, 

the Hell's Angels and the outlaw clubs that have copied 

them, exhibit a highly bureaucratic structure (Abadinsky, 

1985). The leader of the national group is the national 

president. He has offices at or near the national 

headquarters sometimes referred to as the Mother Club. He 

is surrounded by a group of members who answer only to him 

and serve as bodyguards and organizational enforcers. The 

national president can usually make final decisions over all 

club matters. The national president assigns authority over 
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regions to national vice-presidents. Vice-presidents make 

decisions on all problems that the local chapters are unable 

to solve. Problems that involve the club as a whole will 

usually be sent to the national headquarters. The club's 

finances are handled by the national secretary-treasurer. 

He also makes revisions in the club bylaws, and records and 

maintains the minutes and other club records. The national 

enforcer answers directly to the national president and may 

act as the president's bodyguard. He also handles any 

situations involving violations of club rules. This 

information on organization and structure comes from 

government investigations. It should be noted that often 

this high level of organization is exaggerated to obtain 

more funds for a certain project. 

Each individual chapter, likewise, has a president, 

vice-president, and secretary-treasurer, as well as an 

enforcer and a sergeant-at-arms. There is also the 

position of road captain. He fulfills the role of security 

chief for club-sponsored runs or motorcycle outings. The 

road captain maps out routes; arranges for refueling, food, 

and maintenance stops; and establishes strong points along 

the route to protect the main body from police harassment or 

rival clubs. The clubs limit membership and each chapter 

has prospective members who spend from one month to one year 

on probationary status. Leadership roles and promotion 

within clubs are usually the result of some expertise in 
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income generation, physical enforcement, or political 

corruption. Decisions are made in a democratic way with 

approval of the Mother Club (Permanent Subcommittee on 

Investigations, 1983). 

An outlaw club is structured to allow the group its own 

standards, rules, rituals, status requirements, and test to 

pass. This structure makes the clubs strong organizations. 

Although each club varies in its specific ceremonies, the 

outlaw motorcycle clubs revolve around rituals which help 

make the clubs viable organizations. Hopper and Moore 

(1980) and Davis (1982) provide the most extensive material 

on club rituals. 

Outlaw Club Rituals 

The first ritual an outlaw is exposed to and one he 

never forgets is his initiation. When a person expresses 

desire to become a part of the group, he is sponsored by a 

member. He is designated a probate and serves a period of 

time in that status. The actual time varies. With some 

groups it is a vague period that terminates when a group 

consensus is reached that the probate has met the test. 

Membership is gained after the process of assimilation and 

testing is satisfactorily completed. During the 

probationary period, the probate is required to submit to 

the desires of club members, wait on them, and run errands. 

Some outlaw clubs require probates to commit a felony 
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violation witnessed by a member. Requirements seem to vary 

with the confidence level the group has in any particular 

probate (Davis, 1982). 

The probationary period is a time of testing and group 

influence on what is desirable and what is undesirable. The 

probate learns that bizarre, shocking behavior is a way to 

show class and gain status. Criminal behavior may also be 

seen as desirable. The probate comes to see deviant 

behavior as appropriate in his new role. Witnessed criminal 

behavior serves as a test to those probates whose 

reliability and loyalty to the group are questioned. It 

also serves to both filter out potential police informers 

and give the group some leverage over members. Outlaws 

believe that if some members have witnessed others commit a 

felonious act the group's code of silence is more easily 

enforced. 

Frequent close contact with group members, the teaching 

of group norms, and the membership requirements all mold the 

probate. He changes not only his behavior but also his 

identity. This new identity oftentimes includes a symbolic 

attachment to the group represented by tattoos of the club 

logo appearing on members' bodies. Individual club names 

for some become the only names they are known by and provide 

both a special personal identity and a group identity. A 

few of the many club names provided by the literature are 
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Stepmother, Godfather, Gorilla, Pappy, Brutus, Baby Huey, 

Mouldy Marvin, Little Jesus, Terry the Tramp, Roach, Loser, 

Squirrel, Satan, and Mangy. 

The formal initiation process is a ceremony that 

establishes a totally new identity with the group and serves 

to sever a new member's former identity with mainstream 

society. The initiation ceremony itself varies from club to 

club. Universally, however, it is an event where the club 

jacket (colors) is initiated along with the new member. The 

person being initiated is sometimes required to lie on the 

ground while members pour oil or pig urine over them or 

while they urinate, defecate, or vomit on them. Whatever 

the process, the event itself provides a formal 

acknowledgment that the initiate is now part of a special 

society. 

Another important ritual is marriage. After an outlaw 

goes from mama to mama, he may decide to settle down and get 

married. Many outlaws get married in church or in civil 

ceremonies, but some marry by their club code. There seems 

to be no negative consequences initiated by the club for 

those preferring traditional ceremonies. There are two 

ways of getting married in most clubs. The first is 

performed by a member of the club who is called preacher. 

He is not ordained but does usually know a lot of Scripture. 

He preaches a sermon which is followed by a short ceremony 

held in the presence of members and guests from other clubs. 
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All members wear their colors. When the preacher has 

pronounced the couple man and wife, the couple embrace and 

kiss. After kissing the bride, the groom kisses all of his 

brothers on the lips; the preacher is kissed last. 

The second type of wedding is performed by the 

president of the club. He reads passages from the Harley

Davidson motorcycle manual, and then pronounces the couple 

man and wife. After the traditional kissing is over, the 

newlyweds drive off on a motorcycle with beer cans tied to 

it. If they want a divorce, they simply rip up the handbook 

used in the wedding ceremony. 

Even in death, the outlaws have their own rituals. 

When an outlaw dies, he is buried wearing his colors or his 

colors are placed on top of the casket. All members attend 

the funeral wearing their colors to show respect. Usually 

there are members from other clubs present. During times of 

club rivalries (usually over drug deals or territory) 

members of one club may crash the funeral of another club's 

member. The Hell's Angels once dropped off a dynamite

loaded Rambler to a Mongol's (rival club) funeral (Time, 

1984). At times there may be as many as 300 outlaws who 

ride solemnly behind the hearse to the cemetery. Often 

motorcycle parts are put in the grave with the casket. 

Usually the club has a party after the funeral. They are 
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sorry that their brother died but celebrate the fact that he 

is now in a place where citizens and cops will not hassle 

him. 

Mandatory club runs and motorcycle rallies also pull 

the club together. Mandatory runs are on certain holidays, 

usually Memorial Day, July 4th, and Labor Day. Mother Clubs 

can call mandatory runs any time they feel the need. The 

clubs practice precision riding and club runs are accomplished 

in military style formation. Those whose bikes are down 

must pay a fine and catch a ride with a woman in a car. 

Outlaw Biker Terminology 

Outlaw biker terminology provides the club a vocabulary 

that only certain people can understand. A knowledge of the 

most frequently used terms is necessary to understand outlaw 

bikers. The following list includes some of these terms 

(Hopper and Moore, 1980). 

Associate 

Brother 

Chopper 

Citizen 

Colors 

A person closely attached to the group. 

Fellow club member. 

A customized motorcycle. Today Barleys 
are still customized but choppers are 
out of style. 

Anyone who is not a member of a 
motorcycle club. 

An outlaw's club jacket. Usually a 
simple denim jacket with the sleeves 
removed, giving it the appearance of 
a vest. The club emblem is sewn on the 
back of the jacket. Above the emblem 
is the upper rocker which is the club 
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Cookers 

Crank 

Crash 

Cut-Outs 

Down 

Garbage Wagon 

Go Down 

Hawg 

Hog 

H.O.G 

Legal 

Love 

name. The lower rocker, beneath the 
emblem, gives the chapter name or 
location. Next to the emblem are the 
letters "MC" which stand for motorcycle 
club. The rest of the jacket is 
decorated to the biker's liking. 

Illicit pharmaceutical chemists. Run 
speed (methamphetemine) labs for outlaw 
bikers. 

Methamphetemine. 

To pass out drunk or to have an 
accident on your motorcycle. 

Same as colors. 

One's motorcycle may be down, in other 
words, not running for one reason or 
another. 

A stock motorcycle with standard parts 
and fittings intact, loaded with 
saddlebags. Most clubs' by-laws forbid 
members to wear their colors while 
riding a garbage wagon. 

To have an accident on your motorcycle. 

A Harley-Davidson motorcycle. 

A Harley-Davidson motorcycle. 

The official Harley-Davidson motorcycle 
club--Harley Owner's Group. H.O.G 
members and outlaw club members 
socialize. They are no threat to each 
other. Membership is 80,000 strong 
nationally. 

In conformity with club by-laws and 
customs. When an outlaw talks about 
something being legal, he is referring 
to his clubs' rules and not to some 
criminal code. 

When you like something as much as you 
like your motorcycle. 
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Mama 

Old Ladies 

Originals 

Outlaw 

Participate 

Patches 

Poker Run 

Probate 

Prospect 

Pull a Train 

A promiscuous woman who is willing to 
have sex with all members of a club. 
Mamas regularly associate with a club 
and belong to the club at large. 

Wives or steady girlfriends of club 
members. Sexual and other demands for 
their services can only be made by 
their husbands or boyfriends. 

Jeans that have not been washed in 
at least three years. Originals are 
sometimes "baptized" at a member's 
initiation by all members urinating on 
them. 

A member of an outlaw club. A biker 
must be wearing his colors in order to 
be referred to as an outlaw. 

To aid a member in a fight. The club 
members present gang up on the 
opponent. 

Decorations on an outlaw's colors. Such 
as the number "13," "1%," and "FTW." 
Outlaws say the number "13" stands for 
bad luck, but police claim it stands 
for the thirteenth letter of the 
alphabet, "M", which in turn stands for 
marijuana and indicates the wearer is a 
user (Hopper and Moore, 1980; Davis, 
1982). The "FTW" patch means "fuck the 
world." Some Texas outlaw bikers 
( Bandidos) use the "FTW" patch to 
signify they had been in prison--"from 
the Walls." 

Poker hands are played on runs, usually 
for charity. A route is mapped out 
with designated stops for collecting 
cards. 

A person who is attempting to become a 
member of a club. He must be sponsored 
by a member and serves a period of time 
in this probationary status. 

Same as probate. 

To have sex with all members of a club. 
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Righteous 

Road Rash 

Run 

Sheep 

Show Class 

Snuff 

Turn Out 

Wings 

Something that is to a biker's liking. 
Behavior that is compatible to outlaw 
bikers' values. 

Injuries acquired from going down. 

An all day or weekend trip the club 
makes as a group. Some runs may last a 
month or more. 

A new woman brought to the club often 
by a prospect. She is expected to 
consent to the sexual whims of any 
member of the club. She might become a 
mama if she regularly associates with 
the club. 

Bizarre, malicious, or shocking 
behavior directed towards citizens. The 
more class one shows, the more status 
the group will confer on the member. 

To kill or be killed. 

To be initiated as a member. In the 
case of a woman, to pull a train for 
the first time. 

Many outlaws wear a set of wings 
indicating certain sexual acts they had 
performed. Plain wings indicate that 
one has performed oral sex on a female 
in front of members of his club. The 
color of the wings indicates more 
specifically what a member has done. 
Green wings indicate that the woman had 
a venereal disease while red wings 
reveal the woman to have been 
menstruating. Brown wings mean that the 
act was performed on the anal aperture; 
purple means the woman was dead. 
Gold wings signify that the wearer has 
done all of the above. 

Outlaw Bikers as Problems for Police 

Since 1970 police have suspected the Hell's Angels and 

more recently other outlaw clubs of becoming big time drug 
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dealers (Davis, 1982; Quinn, 1984). But they have a hard 

time making any charges stick. "They get the dumb square

looking squares to work for them," says a frustrated 

California state official. "They're a junior-grade Mafia" 

(Newsweek, 1970). This image of club members is 

advantageous for the individual and the club. The idea of 

illiterate, degenerate, gang member intimidates others. 

Also intimidating to others is knowing that to confront one 

member is to take on the whole club. The Hell's Angels' 

motto is "All on One, One on All" and the Outlaws is "God 

forgives, Outlaws don't." 

A complex interstate network of associations has 

developed between clubs providing links for more 

sophisticated criminal activities. Crime territories have 

been determined, and fixed roles and characteristic ways of 

doing business have evolved. Particularly worrisome to law 

enforcement officers are the characteristics of organization 

that make these clubs so difficult to penetrate (Davis, 

1982). "A Hell's Angel is a honor society, man. We live by 

some of the strictest rules going and if you break one, you 

might not have the chance to break another" (Colnett and 

Wethern, 1978). Attributed to a Hell's Angels member, this 

quotation describes the rules by which outlaws live. 

A Hell's Angel member, turned government witness, 

provided evidence of a code of silence by describing the 

killing of two probationary members over the mere 
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suggestion that one was a police informer (Colnett and 

Wethern, 1978). A Pagan club member gave similar testimony. 

"I just killed a snitch," Boyd announced as he returned to 

the party. "Is there any more?" As a Pagan prospect, Boyd 

had demonstrated his loyalty to the club (Davis, A., 1979). 

Because of the strictly enforced code, there are few 

discussions with outsiders about club-related criminal 

activities. The code appears to be imposed upon non-members 

as well. Quinn (1984) recognizes the outlaw clubs as having 

social power and influence that extends far beyond their 

actual members. One percenters have influence over others 

who are peripheral to their organizations--associates, 

hanger-ons, prostitutes, drug-dealers, and vicarious 

identifiers. Witness intimidation by club members, both 

directly and indirectly, is an extension of this code and a 

problem police frequently face in club cases. The Margo 

Compton case is an example of what happened to one person 

who testified against the Hell's Angels. Not only was she 

slain, following her court disclosure about a club member's 

involvement in drugs and prostitution, but also killed were 

her 6-year-old twin daughters and the 19-year-old son of her 

boyfriend (Duncan and Long, 1977). 

Motorcycle club members' efforts at intimidation 

have also made police officers the target of club violence. 

Police in New York arrested a club member with a bomb, a 

revolver, and ammunition who said he wanted to blow up the 
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police station (New York Times, 1973). A detective from 

Solano County, California, was crippled by a bomb blast in 

1977 during his investigation of the Hell's Angels (Kahn, 

1979). In Maryland, a deputy sheriff was shot and killed 

when he interrupted a Pagan club member and an associate in 

a burglary. In Garden Grove, California, a Hessian club 

member shot his way out of a bar, killing one policeman and 

wounding four others. In Portland, Oregon, an officer was 

killed in a raid on the Outsiders' motorcycle club 

headquarters (Uniform Crime Reports, 1979). These incidents 

testify to officers' personal concerns about working club 

cases. 

The high degree of mobility of outlaw clubs is also a 

hindrance to police agencies attempting to keep track of, 

and sort out, the complex criminal connections among clubs 

and club members. Outlaw rallies, marriages, and funerals 

are attended by club members from various parts of the 

country, making it difficult to identify individuals of 

police interest (Lubbock Avalanche Journal, 1986). These 

gatherings also provide opportunities for club members to 

extend their criminal, as well as social networks 

(Lohwasser, 1981). The connections between members of 

diverse clubs are being used to perpetuate and extend the 

flow of contraband and to further other criminal activity. 
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Some clubs have formed chapters, called nomads, where 

members do not belong to clubs based in a specific city but 

are members of a chapter of transients. 

Extensive security precautions used by club members 

also hinder law enforcement efforts (Davis, 1982). Police 

have discovered radio scanners in members' possession and 

club members and probates have been observed conducting 

surveillance of police officers and prosecutors. Instances 

of attempted infiltration of government and law enforcement 

agencies by club members and associates have also been 

reported (Fort Lauderdale News, 1978). Davis also notes that 

there are reports of occasional club efforts to obtain 

information from law enforcement agency employees. 

Links Between Outlaw Bikers and 
Organized Crime 

The FBI has been investigating motorcycle clubs under 

its organized crime program since 1981, focusing on the 

Bandidos, the Hell's Angels, the Outlaws, and the Pagans. 

In a Spring 1985 press release, the FBI indicated that these 

clubs have increased significantly in numbers and have 

become more widespread and international in scope (Rose, 

1985). Some clubs are alleged to have established 

relationships with traditional organized crime families and 

many are known to use threats and violence to achieve their 
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goals. Many are accumulating wealth through criminal 

activity, including drug manufacturing and trafficking, 

prostitution, weapon sales, murder, and arson for hire. 

Davis (1982) sees an increasing level of criminal 

competence, with clubs committing more sophisticated crimes. 

The FBI and police departments throughout the United States 

are becoming more involved in investigations of outlaw club 

members. In Indianapolis, Indiana, police reported that 

clubs were "solidifying their ranks to form a national 

criminal network" (Morrison, 1979). Reports of gang 

infiltration into legitimate businesses in the South and 

West are being linked with an enormous increase in vice 

activities (St. Louis Globe-Democrat, 1981). In North 

Carolina, clubs are being referred to as "the new mafia," a 

result of the movement of some members into drugs and 

prostitution connected with businesses such as "photo and 

art studios and dating services" (Clark and O'Neill, 1981). 

In various parts of the country, authorities have identified 

club-dominated crime networks, including millions of dollars 

of narcotics, stolen property, firearms, and explosives, as 

well as the harboring of fugitives (Kinser, 1979; Johnson, 

1981). Reports have also surfaced indicating club members 

have now graduated to "murder-for-hire" enterprises (Dallas 

Morning News, 1980). These and other indications seem to 

point toward a shift in behavior from the unruly, free-
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wheeling motorcyclist of the 1950's and 1960's to the older, 

wealthier, wiser, and more connected outlaw of the present. 

The highly bureaucratic structure of outlaw clubs 

provides group solidarity and identity. In some clubs, the 

structure of individuals involved in criminal activities may 

resemble an organizational hierarchy. Clubs with a 

hierarchical structure are of particular concern to law 

enforcement because the structure is an indicator of a 

movement toward a more deeply rooted criminal organization. 

According to a member of the Hell's Angels, " ... club 

structure was easily adapted to drug trafficking. All 

essential jobs could be filled with club members--

distributors, dealers, enforcers, transporters" (Colnett and 

Wethern, 1978). Abadinsky (1985) offers a definition of 

organized crime that he sees fitting outlaw motorcycle clubs 

as well as other organized crime families. 

Organized crime is a non-ideological enterprise that 
involves a number of persons in close social 
interaction, organized on a hierarchical basis for the 
purpose of securing profit and power by engaging in 
illegal and legal activities. Positions in the 
hierarchy and positions involving functional 
specialization may be assigned on the basis of kinship 
or friendship, or rationally assigned according to 
skill. The positions are not dependent on the 
individuals occupying them at any particular time. 
Permanency is assumed by the members who strive to 
keep the enterprise integral and active in pursuit of 
its goals. It eschews competition and strives for 
monopoly over particular activities on an industry or 
territorial basis. There is a willingness to use 
violence and/or bribery to achieve ends or to maintain 
discipline. Membership is restricted, although non
members may be involved on a contingency basis. 
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Quinn (1984) maintains that these clubs are distinctly 

criminalistic and are progressing toward increasingly 

effective organization, leadership, and financing. He sees 

a group of core members who are increasingly working 

directly with major organized crime syndicates. Some strong 

evidence of cooperative interaction between an outlaw club 

and organized crime came to light in the 1981 trial of 

Daniel Bifield in Milford, Connecticut, for his part in an 

extortion ring. Bifield is known to be a member of the 

Hell's Angels and is believed to rank very high in their 

east coast division. Charged along with Bifield were five 

other men said to have definite ties to organized crime by 

federal agents (Frisman, 1981). Bifield was also indicted 

for a drug-related double murder in West Palm Beach County, 

Florida, in 1983. At least one witness in this case has 

alleged that Bifield's actions were club directed (Quinn, 

1984). A former New York state Angel assured Quinn that 

he regularly robbed and beat drug dealers designated for 

victimization by "a big New York (city) family." His 

instructions were relayed to him through the normal channels 

of club authority. Testimony by a former Cleveland, Ohio 

Hell's Angel before the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee in 

1983 alleged Angel corruption of police departments in Ohio, 

Florida, and California. He also detailed the existence of 

an Angel's death squad--"The Filthy Few." One Alcohol, 

Tobacco, and Firearms agent has alleged that the big four 
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outlaw clubs are "priority A.T.F. investigation targets" and 

are "the largest and best armed criminal organizations in 

the nation." Their specialties, this federal agent 

insisted, are narcotics, prostitution, and murder (Clawson, 

1983). Other testimony before this senate committee by a 

former Bandido linked the topless bars to biker financial 

well-being. 

Theories of Outlaw Biker Subculture and Behavioral Patterns 

Some of the theoretical ideas take a look at the 

reasons for criminal activity by club members. But for this 

paper I feel a theoretical discussion of why bikers become 

bikers and other ideas on group behavior should be 

discussed. Watson (1980) compares the value system and 

lifestyles of three groups of bikers in the Tennessee

Kentucky area to the focal concerns of lower class culture 

described by Walter Miller (1958) in his study of adolescent 

gang delinquency. Watson sees outlaw biker lifestyle as a 

lower class variation of bohemian, dropout subcultures. 

Similarities include frequent unemployment and disdain for 

cleanliness, orderliness, and other concerns of conventional 

culture. Watson has observed bikes being built and stored 

in living rooms or kitchens, two non-essential rooms to 

bikers. He also witnessed parts stored in an oil bath in 

the bathtub, a non-essential device. The use of drugs and 

seeking of cheap rent also result in frequent overlap 
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between club members and other bohemian types. The bikers 

usually tolerate the other bohemians, because the latter 

share an interest in and serve as a source of supply of, or 

customers for, drugs. Bikers, however, view them with 

contempt because they are not masculine enough. One of 

Watson's (1980) informants put it this way; "He's a hippy, 

but he don't ride. We put up with him because he has good 

dope. I feel sorry for him because he's just a fucked-up 

puke." 

Along with these similarities to bohemian lifestyle 

there are some strikingly different values between the 

groups. Bohemian subcultures emphasize humanistic values, 

whereas bikers' values emphasize male dominance, violence, 

force, and racism (Easyriders, 1977). Individual freedom of 

choice is also emphasized, but in reality, the clubs 

actually suppress individual freedom, while using the value 

to defend their lifestyle to outsiders. Watson sees club 

rules as suppressing individual freedom. They require 

members to follow orders as prescribed by club decisions 

upon threat of violence and expulsion. 

Toughness as one of Miller's focal concerns is at the 

heart of the biker emphasis on masculinity and 

outrageousness. Masculinity as a dominant value is 

expressed through toughness and a general concern with 

looking mean, dirty, and outrageous. To be tough is to 

experience trouble without showing signs of weakness. The 
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big, heavy motorcycles bikers ride are symbolic of their 

toughness. Not everyone can ride such a machine and many 

older motorcycles are kick-start models which require some 

strength and skill to start. Recklessness is also used to 

express toughness. Watson quotes Bruce Springsteen (1975): 

"It's a death trap a suicide rap." The ability to ride, 

have an accident, and survive demonstrate toughness in a 

very dramatic way. This emphasis on toughness leads bikers 

into trouble. 

Miller's focal concern of trouble is illustrated by the 

use of the term outlaw. An outlaw biker demonstrates trouble 

by engaging in outrageous and even illegal behavior. Watson 

sees trouble serving several purposes. Flirting with 

trouble is a way of demonstrating masculinity--trouble being 

a traditionally male prerogative. Trouble also enforces 

group solidarity through emphasizing the outsider status of 

the biker. Trouble may come over drug use, stolen bikes or 

parts, possession of firearms, or public drunkenness. 

In the past, trouble took the form of violence between clubs 

but now the emphasis is on the conflict between bikers and 

the police. 

Watson sees the lower class value of smartness not 

applying to biker lifestyle, noting the term "dumb biker" 

being used as a self-description among bikers. But Quinn 

(1984) sees this description working towards the clubs 

insistence on internal conformity and sympathy for the 
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status frustration of less educated fellow bikers, thus 

leading to an~adherence to the lowest common denominator of 

intellectual verbal ability whenever an out-group audience 

is present. Club officers are generally very capable of 

displaying considerable rhetorical talents whenever a 

situation seems to demand it (Thompson, 1966; Quinn, 1984). 

The concern of excitement focuses on a biker's 

lifestyle of extremes. Drugs, alcohol, and orgiastic 

parties are taken to the limit. Club members tend to 

designate bars as their own, excluding the usual clientele. 

Clubhouses serve as headquarters, party locations, and 

places to crash for those with no other personal 

accommodations. All kinds of extreme behavior go on behind 

the clubhouse doors. Simply riding their bikes or going on 

runs provide other escapes and excitement. Watson sees this 

living on the edge of trouble, appearing outlandish, fierce, 

and tough, providing a form of self-destructive excitement, 

especially when it can be used to outrage others. 

In Miller's analysis fate was a rationalization used 

when one was outsmarted. Watson sees the bikers' attitude 

towards fate going much deeper and being very fatalistic. 

They see themselves as losers and affect clothing, housing, 

and other symbols of the embittered and dangerous loser. 

They apparently no longer dream the unrealistic adolescent 

dreams of the "big break." Prison and death are seen as 

natural concomitants of the biker lifestyle. Fate is the 
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grim reaper that so often appears in biker art and 

literature. Watson calculates that 40% of the fictional 

articles in the entire 1977 issues of Easyriders concerned 

themselves with death. 

Miller's last theme, autonomy, is central to outlaw 

biker philosophy. The motorcycle itself is an individual 

form of transportation. Also an insistence to be left alone 

by police and bureaucrats is a common idea in biker 

literature and personal expressions. Watson points out, 

though, that an individual biker is an extremely visible 

and vulnerable target. He feels that this antisocial 

lifestyle cannot be pursued individually. This results in 

true outlaws joining clubs and rarely making long trips 

without the company of several brothers for self-protection. 

Watson feels that Miller's typology is a valid model 

for analyzing outlaw biker culture. He feels the 

differences are due primarily to the age differentials 

between delinquent gang members and outlaw bikers. From his 

experience with bikers he sees a working-class family 

background with downward mobility. He feels that bikers are 

definitely not products of multigenerational poverty. He 

classifies them as nonrespectable, working-class marginals. 

Watson (1982) also compared the value system of bikers 

with that of a religious sect. He uses Troeltsch's (1931) 

taxonomy of religious groupings to describe biker culture as 

a securalized sect meeting many of the same needs for bikers 
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as religion does for its participants. Through his 

participant observation Watson was struck by the high degree 

of dedication that bikers display toward their lifestyle, 

their motorcycle, and the pursuit of righteousness. A 

righteous biker is one who closely adheres to the ideal 

values of the culture and whose righteousness is generally 

acknowledged by other bikers. Bikers are a peculiar segment 

of motorcyclists just as sects represent a peculiar type of 

religious organizations (Watson, 1982). 

Righteousness is achieved through right behavior. 

Watson defines right behavior in several ways. One such 

behavior is that of treating other bikers as brothers. 

Brotherhood may include sharing alcohol, drugs, spare parts, 

money, and some types of women (sheep). Bikes and old 

ladies are rarely shared and there is no expectation that 

they be. This characteristic (communalism) is not uncommon 

among introversionist sects according to Wilson (1970). 

Commitment to biker values such as owning, building and 

riding bikes, male superiority, nationalism, white 

superiority, traditional orientation, and various 

expressions of individual freedom also contribute to the 

attainment of righteousness. Although biker beliefs are not 

theistic, they do involve a degree of commitment and a type 

of dedication as great as many sects command from their 

followers. 
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Montgomery (1977) feels that Bloch and Niederhoffer's 

(1958) work on delinquent gangs also fits outlaw clubs. He 

shows this via Bloch and Niederhoffer's "The Rites of 

Adolescence" (1958) and by explaining that bikers strive 

for manhood. From observing, Montgomery saw the big, tough 

man image frequently flaunted in many different ways. Ideal 

bikers were wide, obese, hairy, barrel-chested, muscular, 

and beer-bellied. The big, bad, loud motorcycle fits right 

in with the tough man image. Raids on clubhouses 

invariably turn up all kinds of weapons including sawed-off 

shotguns, pistols, rifles, whips, chains, and brass

knuckles. Finally their dark, dirty clothing projects a 

sinister, masculine image and gives a uniform look. 

The fact that bikers have their own tough guy version 

of masculinity does not change their fit with Bloch and 

Niederhoffer's rites of adolescence. Montgomery goes 

through the list providing examples for each of the rites. 

I will just touch on what he says for each of them. 

Obviously decoration is a major concern for outlaw 

bikers. Tattoos, jewelry, and riding accessories are 

abundant. Common are bandannas, armbands, heavy chrome belt 

buckles, goggles, chain belts, chains on boots, single 

earrings, and big rings. Citizens affect this biker 

"costume" for Halloween parties and other dress-up 

functions. 
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Regarding the acquisition of new names and language, 

nicknames and argot are conspicuously present. Most members 

of outlaw clubs do not know their peers' real names nor the 

proper terms for many sex acts and cycle parts. Ignorance 

of biker lingo marks the outsider. 

Break from home and assimilation by the new group is 

another adolescent rite typical of club members. Those few 

who still live at their parents' home treat it as a crash 

pad and food source. As far as assimilation into the new 

group--very little socializing is done outside the group. 

Regarding sexual ambivalence and homosexuality, outlaw 

bikers do a lot of touching and playful grabbing of one 

another. Also they kiss each other on the lips after 

marriage ceremonies and when a brother goes to prison or 

somewhere else for a longtime. Bikers say these public 

displays of affection are to freak out the squares. 

Homosexuality is not accepted. There also seems to be a 

love-hate relationship with their women. Many of their 

women work at topless bars or prostitution to support their 

old man and his bike. Considering the sex fertility theme, 

there is constant sex banter and crude jokes. Merit badges 

(wings) are given for participating in deviant sexual 

activities. Also club members are notorious for their "gang 

bangs" wherein one woman is forced to submit to the entire 

membership in rapid succession. 
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The rites of hazing and ordeals to prove fitness to 

become members are certainly present in club cultures. 

There is quite a long and serious period of observation, 

servitude, and insult before an applicant's membership bid 

is voted on. As for economic profit for older members, the 

club presidents and others with special talents (as goes in 

our society) receive all kinds of booty and tribute from 

their members and from allied clubs. Quinn (1984) suggests, 

however, that these elites do contribute some of this profit 

back to the club. 

In regard to incorporation into new roles and older 

groups, club members represent an older group and a new role 

for the new member. Of those Hopper and Moore (1980) 

studied the average age was 34. Montgomery feels that the 

status of membership in a club should not be underestimated 

by naive, middle-class observers. A club member is akin to 

a career professional in this respect. 

The two exceptions to the similarities with Bloch and 

Niederhoffer's work are the seclusion from women rite and 

the death/rebirth myth. Although women are excluded from 

meetings and treated in male-chauvinist-pig fashion in 

public, there are no norms regarding seclusion from women, 

and bikers seem to be constantly after women. Regarding the 

death/rebirth myth, club members put their lives on the 

line for their values. They lead a dangerous and violent 

lifestyle. A popular motto is "Ride to Live, Live to Ride," 
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and a spectacular motorcycle crash is "the best way to go." 

Popular T-shirts depict a Harley soaring over a tombstone, 

with the caption "Death Ride." Many club names, insignias, 

and titles involve death, Hell, and Satan. But this 

interest in death is not counterbalanced by any rebirth 

aspect. 

Hopper and Moore (1980) see two forces operating in the 

process of an individual becoming a club member--

motorcycling and alienation. Only a few of the individuals 

who acquire a love for motorcycles become alienated from 

society and a majority of the alienated do not ride 

motorcycles. Club members have both of these traits and 

both seem equally reflected in their lives. 

Hopper and Moore believe that the love for motorcycles 

comes first for most club members. Quinn (1984) also feels 

this way. Many have loved motorcycles since their earliest 

days and have worked in motorcycle shops and garages. 

Gradually they moved from a general love for motorcycles to 

a special love for Harleys. When one becomes a Harley freak 

and starts customizing his motorcycle, his sources of 

information are others who ride Harleys. When one has 

acquired knowledge of bikes and skill and daring in riding 

them, he has developed the generic trait of the outlaw. And 

he may become labeled a motorcycle burn. 
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Club members are drawn from those who love motorcycles 

and somehow begin a series of experiences which promote 

disenchantment with society. Some that Hopper and Moore 

studied began their disillusionment as service men in World 

War II, Korea, or Vietnam. Others became alienated in 

civilian life. Both types developed the attitude that leads 

them to wear the "FTW" patch and feel born to lose. The age 

of the average outlaw biker indicates that most have come 

into the culture rather late, after having tried other 

things. Hopper and Moore see the subculture as a mixture of 

retreatist and rebel adaptations. 

Mader and Palmer (1974) contribute some of the best 

information on different theoretical approaches to biker 

behavior. They mention that part of the perception of 

bikers may be due to what Lemert has designated as secondary 

deviation. Lemert (1967) says, "secondary deviation refers 

to a special class of socially defined responses which 

people make to problems created by the societal reactions to 

their deviance ... secondary deviation concerns processes 

which create, maintain, or intensify stigma; it presumes 

that stigma may be unsuccessfully contained and lead to 

repetition of deviance similar or related to that which 

originally initiated stigmatization." Mader and Palmer see 

club members in conjunction with and a result of societal 

perception, contributing to the formation of the 

stereotypes. A quote found in Thompson's (1966) book by one 
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of the Angels directly supports this thesis. Says an Angel, 

"People are already down on us, because we're Hell's Angels. 

That's why we like to blow their minds. It just more or 

less burns 'em, that's all." This attitude of club members 

coupled with certain responses by the society sets up and 

further intensifies the labeling process. 

Mader and Palmer discuss some literature that 

suggests possible reasons for these stereotypical reactions. 

Goffman's (1963) work on stigma talks about the importance 

of visibility in regard to stigmatization saying, 

"Visibility, of course is a crucial factor. That which can 

be told about an individual's social identity at all times 

during his daily round and by all persons he encounters 

therein will be of great importance to him." After a biker 

is stigmatized then he is something society can be against 

because of the ease by which he may be recognized. 

According to Erikson (1966), this easy recognition 

allows society to maintain its boundaries. Says Erikson, 

"The deviant act, then creates a sense of mutuality among 

the people of a community by supplying a focus for group 

feeling. Like a war ... , deviance makes people more alert 

to the interests they share in common and draws attention to 

those values which constitute the 'collective conscience' of 

the community." Club members fulfill the function of 

allowing people to constantly redefine what they t~1ink is 

right and good. Both bikers and community members are 
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maintaining boundaries. Each group has a specific 

territory. This territory sets groups apart from one 

another and provides an important point of reference for the 

members. The members tend to confine themselves to a 

particular radius of activity and to regard any conduct 

which drifts outside that radius as inappropriate. 

Goffman's work in the dramaturgical vein helps with 

some explanations of biker behavior. This dramaturgical 

approach focuses on the ways that actors manipulate gestures 

to create an impression in a particular social scene. 

Goffman emphasizes the process of impression management and 

not the purposes or goals toward which action is directed. 

Goffman has analyzed how actors validate self conceptions, 

how they justify their actions through gestures, how they 

demonstrate their membership in groups, how they display 

social distance, how they adjust to physical stigmas, and 

how they interpersonally manipulate many other situations. 

Bikers seem concerned with this management of social scenes. 

Looking dirty, mean, and generally undesirable may be a way 

of frightening others into leaving one alone. They arrange 

their lives so as to avoid any unnecessary encounters with 

outsiders and manipulate many a situation to their 

advantage. 

Researchers investigating the bike scene should be 

applauded for their breakthrough work about clubs. 

Independents often use clubs as reference groups and imitate 
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some aspects of their behavior. These pioneer works provide 

other biker researchers a successful format to follow and an 

invaluable cache of information. 
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CHAPTER III 

LIFE WITH INDEPENDENT BIKERS 

Introduction 

In this chapter I will utilize the information I have 

collected and observed to describe independent bikers. 

Throughout my time spent with independent bikers, club 

members have been present on numerous occasions. I feel 

some discussion of their behaviors and reactions is indeed 

in order. These discussions evolve naturally from the 

information gathered and uncover potential similarities 

between independents and outlaws. Some of the terminology 

may seem off-color; it is necessary due to the integral part 

language plays in the scene. 

As expected, over time, many changes have taken place 

in this biker community. One informant was hit by a car and 

killed, as were several other bikers. Others have spent 

time in jail or prison for selling controlled substances or 

for participating in other illegal activities. One 

informant lost his leg from above the knee in a bike 

accident, and another left the bike scene to raise his 

daughter and hopefully obtain permanent custody of her. 

Some have left town by choice; others have left because the 

cops, other bikers, or club members are after them. 

Gathering the information for this project has proved 

to be fascinating and frustrating. After hanging out with 
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my biker friends and picking their brains, I thought that it 

was time to branch out on my own and meet the biker world. 

I had been to dozens of parties and functions and had seen 

lots of faces and bikes but had conversed with only a 

minority. The next step was to make intimate contact with 

the rest of the group. My increased presence entitled me to 

be involved in and to overhear many more conversations. At 

each gathering, whether it was two bikers or two hundred, I 

would meet a new person or group that would lead me into a 

new segment of friendships at the next encounter. I was 

vouched for all along the way. At a party during this 

writing I went invited--with a map, a bottle of tequila, 

and alone. I was totally accepted. Things are quite 

different from seven years ago. 

As mentioned earlier an insider•s knowledge is 

imperative to obtaining accurate information. The following 

three incidents provide further support of my insider 

status. On my second visit to the titty bar I learned that 

it is best to come with a clear head. A suggestion that I 

do a guest dance was started as a joke. The discussion 

quickly changed from merely dancing to fucking one of the 

bikers on stage. Six bikers (three were club members) drew 

straws. The drawer of the short straw was to be the one up 

on stage with me. The ethnography Gods were with me that 

night for sure. The biker that I was with drew the short 

straw. So it was no longer fun to the others, and it was 
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dropped. This challenge was spontaneously devised by 

certain club members to see how I would react and how gutsy 

I was. Fortunately my biker reputation and my body remained 

intact. I had passed the test. 

At three one morning I was awakened by gun shots. After 

a ruckus at a nearby bar an informant was chased by the cops 

from the parking lot of the bar to my house. He jumped 

through a back window calling my name, "Mel, it's me " ---· 

The cops fired because he would not stop. In his drunken 

state he did not realize that he was jumping in the wrong 

window. He landed in my neighbor's bed, and the cops caught 

him as he went out the front door. He did not want any 

trouble from the cops, just to be left alone and allowed to 

go home. The cops, however, did not see it that way. They 

arrested the biker. His request for me to hide him from the 

cops was thwarted since he went in the wrong window. 

Early one morning I get a call from a biker's old lady. 

The biker has had an accident and is in the hospital. She 

asks me to come to the hospital--! go. This request and my 

going further cemented my insider status. 

A paint and body shop became part of me. A close 

informant encouraged me to take my 1968 Karman Ghia to this 

shop, owned by a biker, to be stripped and painted. This 

shop became a hang out for me, and the owner quickly became 

an informant and friend. He and my other informants 

played an integral part in my data collection and 
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interpretation. They were always there for me, to answer 

questions, to relay a particular incident, or to inform me 

of upcoming events. My car was there for three months. I 

watched the process and checked the progress while talking 

and listening to bikers. I am still there--it has been a 

virtual research paradise for me. In this paper the shop is 

given the fictitious name Carnal Paint and Body Shop. 

Carnal is a hang out for bikers and club members. It 

is located next door to a Harley shop owned by a club 

member. A lot of activity goes on between the two shops. 

Someone who visits at one place is likely to go next door 

also. Information on bikes, parts, and parties is 

exchanged. Some bikers work at the shop; others and club 

members (occasionally) gather there to drink beer and 

socialize with their brothers. They work on their bikes 

oftentimes having them painted. They talk about bikes, 

partying, and women. Needless to say Carnal was my 

springboard into independents' and club members' lives. 

Every occasion spent with bikers was different. 

Sometimes I would feel totally comfortable, other times a 

total misfit. I could never predict which way it would be. 

I rarely went empty handed, usually a case of beer under my 

arm. Many times a tentatively scheduled visit with someone 

would have to be rearranged; and many a visit would turn 

into a group session. This event proved to be very valuable 

with all the different personalities contributing to the 
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discussion. I learned the right time to ask questions as 

well as when to keep quiet and listen. My live-and-let-live 

attitude and my total acceptance of the scene enabled this 

research to become a reality. 

The pseudo-outlaw biker category described by Mader and 

Palmer (1974) best parallels my independent biker group. 

Although, I prefer the term independent over pseudo-outlaw. 

Independents are independents because they like it that way. 

For an independent being a club member is not like reaching 

the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. A biker does not 

an outlaw make! They do not refer to themselves as pseudo

outlaws. Those independents and small-time club members who 

wear leather jackets decorated similar to colors are teased 

by outlaw club members and other independents. They call 

them "wannabes." 

Independent Biker Traits 

Harleys and Motorcycling 

Bikers ride Harley-Davidson motorcycles. Those who 

ride other kinds of bikes (referred to as rice-burners, Jap 

scrap, or more recently--disposables) are considered by 

Harley riders as not cool andjor not very smart. Harleys 

retain a high resale value; with a few exceptions foreign 

bikes do not. The way they dress for the beach instead of 

biking, and their limited knowledge of bikes and riding 

skills turns Harley riders off. The ability to tear down, 
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build, rebuild, paint, or customize a bike is part of the 

scene. When I use the term bike, motorcycle, or scooter I 

am always referring to a Harley. At one party when a 

person arrived on a foreign bike, "bike bash" rumbled 

through the crowd. A bike bash usually occurs at benefits 

when for a certain dollar amount a person can bash the hell 

out of a foreign bike with a large sledge hammer. Fun and 

games biker style! This person knew enough not to take any 

chances and left. 

Bikers spend a lot of time talking about bikes, but it 

is among themselves, not with novices asking naive questions. 

After showing some interest, limited knowledge, 

appreciation, and a passion for Barleys I was included in 

scooter conversations. They would answer my questions and 

show off their bikes to me while telling me stories about 

building it, where or who a certain part came from, or who 

contributed their expertise or space. Many bikes are built 

in a living room, but also brothers with safe space share 

it. Each bike is an extension of its owner and a statement 

about style and personality. The kind of bike that you own 

is also a source for nicknames. 

The sound of a Harley is unmistakable and very 

important. Harley riders do not turn their heads at every 

motorcycle that goes by. Only Harleys are noticed, and the 

sound, even before the bike is in sight, is what gets their 

attention. At the start of this research I remember asking 
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a woman friend, "How do you know it's a Harley?" We would 

be inside at her house when she would hear one from the 

street and say, "That sounds like so and so, "or," I wonder 

who that was?" She said, "You'll learn. They're 

different, they're real loud." I learned--fast. Everybody 

I asked about the sound said, "Yea, that's definitely part 

of the scene." At Ruidoso, in 1988, with an estimated 3,500 

motorcycles (80% of them Barleys), the sound was phenomenal 

in the mountains. All weekend I heard bikers commenting on 

the sound. Even in crowded, loud cities you can always hear 

a Harley. 

Motorcycling provides a multitude of feelings, 

style, and expression. If you ask specifics and if they 

answer, common responses are, "It's me, I'm comfortable this 

way, the sense of freedom, the feel of the wind in my face, 

the sound, the dress, the looks I get, the ego boost, the 

excitement, and the sexual feelings attached to a Harley." 

I have heard this saying many times--If you have to ask you 

do not understand. In the 60's, during the sexual revolution, 

choppers with their extended front ends were phallic 

symbols. Bumper stickers said, "Put something exciting 

between your legs." Now the bikes represent more a sense of 

big, loud, macho, can-go-all-night machines, a throw back to 

the late 50's trashy, bad boy image. Comments are made 

about these Barleys being big vibrators. 
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Egos are taunted a lot. The women one sees, the old 

lady, riding skills, and bike knowledge are challenged and 

laid on the line in many a discussion. If you go down or do 

something stupid, you can expect to hear about it for quite 

a while. After a friend fell over because the lock was 

still on the bike, he told me, "Don't tell anyone." Later I 

found out that he told one person who told another who 

kidded me about the incident because I was on the back of 

the bike. 

Motorcycling is dangerous and at times cold and wet. 

That is why leather is worn. Also leather fits in with this 

tough, bad boy image. Informants put it this way, "I've 

spent $1,000 on leather, it's a necessity. If you're gonna 

ride you're gonna go down and the weather is gonna change. 

It's best to protect yourself from the road rash and the 

elements." Some bikers decorate their leather jackets with 

Harley paraphernalia--H.O.G. (Harley Owner's Group) 

membership patches and pins, run patches and pins, and eagle 

wings (a symbol for Barleys). Leathers are respected and 

taken care of but are nothing like a club members' colors. 

Jackets get decorated because they are the best place to put 

pins or patches. They do not display merit badges, 

declarations of status or position, or signs of affiliation 

with any outlaw club. 
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Bikers ride a lot, but it is not as citizens picture 

it. It is not meant to be entertainment for others; it is a 

personal, individual thing, or something you do with a 

brother. Citizens seem to think it is like a ride on the 

midway; you buy a ticket, wait in line, and go for a 

joyride. If it happens, it takes time, trust, and 

familiarity. There is definitely bike etiquette. You do 

not ask to take a bike for a spin or to be given a ride. 

Nor do you sit on anyone's bike, accidentally or otherwise 

get it dirty or wet, or hit it with a car. Biker women and 

women familiar with the scene are invited to ride. 

Invitations are also extended to desired women who are 

unfamiliar with the scene. Such women had better be quick 

learners or, at least, quick on their feet. Because as a 

saying goes, "No butt, no putt." 

People who buy a Harley have a spirit of adventure. 

Their rugged individualism is part of their personality. 

Their Harley is a symbol of commitment, not simply a mode of 

transportation. This devotion to Harley-Davidson 

motorcycles and a strong sense of camaraderie are the major 

motivations for participation in the group. Bikers' sense 

of adventure often leads them to uncharacteristic behavior. 

As soon as you think you know and understand them, they will 

do something totally out of character. This sense of 

adventure is fueled by riding. Simply put, "There is 

nothing else like it!" 
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Independent Biker Social Networks 

No division of status exists among independents. 

Everybody is equal. Bikers are known for how they treat 

each other, the kind of brother they are, and for any 

special talents that they possess. Although you will find 

the more intelligent ones conversing with each other, nobody 

is left out. Each person is respected and has some personal 

quality by which they are characterized. Nicknames often 

reflect these traits. After losing his leg, an informant 

who had done a lot of barbecuing and fish frying at parties, 

was given an apron, that said, "Relax, I Cook Better than I 

Ride." They are united by friendship. They ride, drink 

beer, and talk motorcycles together. Most bikers prefer to 

socialize with other bikers. Participating with citizens 

leads to an endless question-and-answer period about biker 

lifestyle. A married biker with a family put it this way, 

"If I ride my bike to a party with my wife, everybody wants 

to go for a ride andjor talk about bikes all night." 

Bikers also prefer to have their parties away from the 

city. Conventional neighborhoods are just not the place for 

a large number of Barleys. The sound and the look are 

misunderstood. Residents tip off police because the noise 

and the bikers' looks frighten them. Parties in town are 

constantly harassed by police and other undesirables. 

Finding a safe place to park several Barleys, or a large 

number of them is difficult. At a birthday party for a 
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biker couples' daughter, in one hour three police cars 

circled the block. At several intown parties since then, 

not a single cop was seen. What sort of neighborhood and 

how long the bikers have lived there account for the 

difference. Their neighbors have become used to the sound 

and the look and most likely have carried on conversations 

with them and their biker friends. They have also observed 

them leading a rather normal life--they go to work and the 

kids go to school. 

Many bikers live on the outskirts of town, so these 

homes naturally become gathering places. Cops and citizens 

are not likely to happen by parties in the country. H.O.G. 

parties are held at what is called the barn located outside 

of town. It is owned by the couple who has the authorized 

Harley dealership in town. This couple, members of the 

H.O.G. club, and H.O.G. parties at the barn provided a large 

amount of information for this paper. Plenty of room is 

available for a large number of bikes, and only H.O.G. 

members and associates are invited. Several large functions 

are held at the barn--Christmas, New Year's Eve, and 

Halloween (biker dress does not count as a costume) parties 

and MDA barbecues. At this barbecue in 1988, about 200 

bikes were present with room to spare. Several other 

smaller functions go on throughout the year. At intown or 

out of town parties if a stranger goes with a biker and the 

biker vouches for the stranger, the others will usually 
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accept the outsider. They may not be overly friendly, but 

the stranger most likely will not be hassled unless he 

starts something. At one party a work acquaintance of a 

biker brought a black man along with him. If the fellow 

worker had been more than an acquaintance, he would have 

known better. Some of the bikers were not pleased, and one, 

being the aggressive type, let it be known. "I'll kill that 

mother fucking nigger. What's he doing here?" A couple of 

the guys finally cooled him down. Soon after the "black cat 

split." 

Throughout the past seven years many conversations 

have been peppered with racial slurs. As mentioned earlier, 

Blacks are not accepted, and foreigners are put down as 

well. Mexican-Americans seem to be more tolerated. Quite a 

number of them ride a Harley and are H.O.G. members. They 

attend most of the major runs and parties and some of the 

smaller intown parties. Some mixing occurs but at the same 

time, subtle remarks are made by the most vocal, "So and so 

better not have brought his attitude." An older black man 

worked at Carnal for a short time. One afternoon we were 

gathered drinking beer and talking. The black worker joined 

in with us and took a seat on one of the bikes. The owner, 

surprisingly enough, stayed calm and merely remarked, 

"There's never been a nigger on my bike." Since this black 

man worked at Carnal, he was allowed more liberties. 
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Independent Biker Dress 

As with most other groups, independent bikers have 

their own style of dress and ornamentation. Those who wear 

citizen clothes, for whatever reason, are usually teased. 

At an informant's graduation exercises from a trade school 

he was teased for being in citizen clothes. Bikers wear 

jeans, black steel-toed engineer boots, and black Harley T

shirts. Lately new colors are showing up--white, orange, 

red, stoned wash grey, and blue. Harley T-shirts are like 

designer clothes for citizens. The front usually has some 

Harley saying printed on it, and the back gives the name and 

location of the shop or the event where it was purchased. 

Some examples of Harley T-shirt art are: Southern by Birth, 

Rebel by Choice, Real Steel, Old Harleys and Whiskey Get 

Better with Age, I Don't Just Own this T-shirt I Own a 

Harley, Hawg Wild, and I Ride with Pride, My Harleys 

American Made. Harley belts, suspenders, hats, wallets, and 

numerous other paraphernalia make up the accessories. 

Tattoos and jewelry are a common sight, although some 

comment, "No tattoos for me." With these few exceptions, the 

bikers that I know have from one tattoo to an upper body 

full. Many wear large silver rings depicting skeletons, 

crossbones, H.O.G. initials, and eagle wings. Necklaces, 

bracelets, and earrings of the same style are also worn. In 

addition to leather jackets riding attire may include 

leather chaps, goggles, leather gloves, hats, and scarfs. 
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Women dress similar to the men. Old ladies of club members 

wear colors with rockers that say, "Property of so and so." 

Depending on the parents' involvement, children have anywhere 

from one to a dozen Harley T-shirts and, if they ride, a 

leather jacket or other leather riding gear. 

Some changes have taken place in club members' dress. 

Some are wearing leather vests for colors instead of denim 

vests. The letters "MG" replace "MC." "MG" stands for 

motorcycle gang. They are playing the cop-biker game--"You 

think you know us--we will change! You think we are a 

motorcycle gang--okay we are!" Another change in dress is 

taking place. Independents and club members are starting to 

wear tennis shoes. The story is that a Hell's Angel officer 

was seen wearing tennis shoes at a major run in California. 

This officer's act legitimized the change from boots. I 

have seen a club member and several independents wearing and 

riding with tennis shoes on. Texas law will require 

motorcyclists to wear helmets beginning September l, 1989. 

Most bikers of all kinds are against the helmet law. They 

feel it should be a matter of choice. In rebellion there 

will be a lot of unconventional looking helmets seen on the 

road. This change will not come easy to bikers. 

Independent Biker Women and Children 

Women are definitely second-class citizens to bikers. 

Their Barleys come first in every possible situation. If 
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children are involved, they sometimes come before old 

ladies. The women often work to support the bikers and 

their Harleys. On the other side of the coin you have 

bikers who totally support the old ladies and kids. In both 

situations the men usually rule the household. The women 

wait on and serve the men. Over and over I heard, "I 

trained her well." The men do what they want and the women 

do what the men want them to do. I have seen several biker 

women with black eyes or other signs of physical abuse. 

Conversations with biker women tell of the mental abuse they 

are subjected to. Of course some biker households are more 

egalitarian. Some of the women have gained more leverage 

over time. But the overall picture depicts the men as 

dominant. 

Bikers' love breasts, always referred to as "tits." In 

biker magazines, at parties, on runs, and at other biker 

gatherings tits are going to be flashed. On the road to 

Ruidoso, three biker women in a van, flashed the scooters 

they passed along the way. At a hot tub party, an impromptu 

titty contest was organized. At the majority of gatherings 

I have attended, tits were flashed. If bikers are not 

looking at tits, they are talking about them. The size, 

shape, and to whom they belong are discussed. 

Club members' old ladies often work in titty bars owned 

by the club to support the members and their scooters. The 

local titty bar is typical of past club-owned bars. 
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Drinking, pool and card playing, and general socializing 

take place. The women dance for tips to records or a live 

band. For 20 bucks they will dance and get nude at a 

customer's table. They may have intercourse with a 

customer. All proceeds go to the men. 

Bikers have lots of kids. Young children are at most 

gatherings. One couple is involved in the local foster care 

program. Children grow up around Barleys and bikers. They 

start riding at a very young age; many have gone thousands 

of miles on the back of a bike. I have been to two biker 

baby showers. The men were outside drinking beer, and the 

women were inside talking babies and shower things. The 

proud father would occasionally join in on the shower 

activities. Everybody is excited about new babies. I have 

seen several loud, aggressive bikers turn to sugar when they 

took a baby in their hands. One new father attached a car 

seat to his bike for his baby boy. The women are close and 

provide support for each other and their kids. Like the 

brothers they treat each other as sisters. They gather with 

their kids to shoot the breeze and socialize. They share 

with whomever is in need. 

Several women own and ride their own bikes, often 

maintaining them. These women are a highly respected part 

of the biker community. They are liked and accepted on any 

run or in any conversation. To have an old lady who rides 
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her own bike is a major ego boost for a biker. He feels 

proud that his old lady (one of a few) can ride her own bike 

and he does not have to "pack" her. 

Independent Biker Funerals and Marriages 

Many bikers are killed tragically on the roads. Others 

die due to complications from drugs and alcohol or 

confrontations with others. Funerals are attended by a 

majority of the group as a show of respect for the dead. 

These funerals are a very visible show of numbers. Bikers 

know how they look in mass to citizens: loud, evil, scary; 

but to themselves they have never seen or heard a more 

beautiful sight. Oftentimes collections are taken up to 

help with funeral expenses or to give to the old lady and 

kids. Bikers are buried in their leather jackets and other 

riding gear; beer cans, motorcycle parts, and other mementos 

are thrown into the grave. Bikers gather for a party after 

the funeral. After an informant's funeral (he was killed on 

the road a couple of years into this research) his parents 

from out of town bought the beer for the biker celebration. 

They said that they knew their son would have wanted it that 

way. In losing a brother bikers revitalize their biker 

spirit. 

I recently attended a club member's funeral. I went 

with an independent in a car. The chapel, the lobby of the 

funeral home, and the parking lot were packed with bikers, 
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relatives, and family friends. The sense of brotherhood was 

infectious. Brothers were kissing and hugging each other. 

Bikes that would not start were jumped and at least one bike 

was on loan from the dealership. The chapel was a mix of 

bikers and citizens sitting side by side. I could hear the 

roar of the Barleys outside. Flower arrangements from other 

chapters adorned the chapel. Amongst all the variety was a 

sense of harmony. 

Behind the imaginary, but very real, circle separating 

the funeral participants from the spectators, quite a crowd 

had gathered. Workers were looking out office windows. 

Cars were stopped on the road and in parking lots watching 

and taking pictures. Pedestrians gathered on street corners 

taking it in. The pall bearers rode behind the hearse, with 

the family following in a limousine, club officers rode 

next, other members (I saw one prospect) followed them, with 

independents ending the two abreast scooter procession. 

Cars took their second-class position behind the bikes. I 

stood next to a woman relative watching the scooter 

procession. She was obviously elated at what she was 

seeing. Afterwards she commented, "I've never seen a more 

beautiful and moving sight. What a fine send off." Hearts 

seemed to be racing just like the Barleys. At the grave 

site, as is tradition, each biker shoveled dirt into the 
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grave. The titty bar was packed for a party afterwards. 

Club members and independents partied together since the bar 

was common ground. No citizens were admitted. 

You hear more about biker funerals (independent or 

outlaw) than about biker marriage ceremonies. Many more 

die than get married. Although there are no statistics to 

support this, it is the nature of the beast. Motorcycling is 

always dangerous and the lifestyle sometimes dangerous or 

not conducive to marriage. With these circumstances deaths 

often outnumber marriages. However, many have committed to 

relationships with a live-in woman and hers or their kids. 

If a ceremony does take place, it may run from the 

traditional wedding dress and church to a Harley-lined path 

and a leather-clad bride and groom. Many are held outdoors, 

and attendance is high. 

Independent Biker Generosity 

The Muscular Dystrophy Association is the major 

recipient of biker generosity. Several yearly events are 

held with all or part of the proceeds going to MDA. At 

Christmas, a Toys-For-Tots run is made. It is quite a sight 

to see, fifty to a hundred bikes with toys strapped to them. 

A local television station has covered the event the last 

couple of years. Before the coverage, bikers complained, 

"How come the cameras aren't here? When we do right, nobody 

remembers; when we do wrong, nobody forgets." The bikers 
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gather at the barn or a local bar to socialize after the 

gift giving. At last year's gathering the people at the bar 

were not happy about the onslaught of bikers. Asked not to 

come back, the destination was changed this year. At this 

bar the workers and management were most efficient and 

cordial to the large number of bikers. They actually 

enjoyed the unique crowd. Also a MDA barbecue is held each 

year at the barn. Brisket, sausage, and the trimmings are 

served with plenty of beer. A 10 dollar cover is charged. 

Tickets for a drawing are sold for a dollar a piece. The 

holder of the winning number and MDA split the pot. Poker 

runs are also held with proceeds going to MDA. 

Periodically other fund raisers are held to build up 

the H.O.G. fund. This fund is used to buy flowers for 

members that are ill or have died. It is also a party fund. 

Many benefits are held to help those who have been in a bike 

accident or some other tragic situation. Collections are 

taken up, and bike bashes and other games are organized. 

Very simply, brothers are helped in a time of need--money is 

collected, bikes are loaned, wrecked bikes are stored, parts 

are obtained, and a helping hand is extended. But if a 

brother gets himself in a compromising situation he is on 

his own. There is no all-for-one mentality. If you screw 

up, you are responsible. 
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Drug and Alcohol Use Among 
Independent Bikers 

Drugs and alcohol are ever present among bikers. Lots 

of beer is drunk. It seems to be the alcoholic beverage of 

choice. Occasionally a bottle of whiskey or tequila will 

turn up but usually beer in large amounts is consumed. A 

lot of marijuana is smoked also. It being an illegal 

substance, the cost and availability dictates the amount of 

use. Cost is the crucial factor. If the money is 

available, the pot can be found. Hard drugs are easily 

obtainable. Coke and crank are the desired drugs. At most 

every gathering drugs are consumed and transactions are 

made. Usage and involvement are recreational although a few 

are addicted and a few deal. 

Confrontations Between Independent 
Bikers and Police 

Most hassles with cops are usually a result of drugs or 

alcohol. After too much of one thing or another a biker may 

tend to get loud and rowdy. If they are at a public place, 

confrontations often ensue. As mentioned earlier 

neighborhoods are sometimes frightened by bikers' fun and 

alert the cops. Often an overly paranoid neighbor, 

bartender, bar manager, or waitress will be too quick to call 

the law. But as one biker put it, "You play the role, you 

pay the toll." 
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On the road is the next likely spot for a chat with a 

cop. Bikers tend to toe the line on the road. They know 

their visibility targets them to be stopped or followed. I 

have been told about and witnessed bikers being stopped. 

The biker's attitude, state of mind, and license check 

information seem to determine the outcome. Sometimes 

license check roadblocks are set up in the area or route of 

a major gathering or run. Pictures are usually taken, and 

license, insurance, and registration information is 

recorded. Funerals provide a heyday for cops and feds. The 

large number of bikers in attendance is something that they 

do not see very often. At a club member's funeral law 

enforcement officials filmed the whole thing from start to 

finish. The funeral home and the cemetery were surrounded. 

High tech equipment provides the opportunity to have a 

quality permanent record of who came, what they rode or 

drove, whom they were with, and any identifiable markings or 

characteristics. This information is valuable to 

authorities who have little chance of getting close to club 

members, independents, and associates. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Introduction 

The previous literature written about pseudo-outlaws 

parallels what I found out about independent bikers. The 

insights that Mader and Palmer (1974) detail coincide with 

the biker lifestyle in which I was immersed. As they 

suggest there is some overlap among the types of motorcycle 

groups. In this chapter I will discuss the similarities I 

uncovered that contribute to the overlap between independent 

bikers and outlaw bikers. Some differences between the two 

groups will also be discussed. Most of the information on 

outlaws refers to the outlaw literature, not to the local 

outlaw club. Details of local club structure, procedure, or 

members are limited in this paper. More detail would 

jeopardize my standing in this biker community. Much of the 

information on club members I was exposed to is 

confidential. It was understood from the beginning that 

what I heard, was told, or witnessed went no further. Any 

breach of this understanding would result in my being 

banished from the group or worse. The code of silence 

practiced by club members applies to independents and 

associates as well. A discussion comparing theoretical 

ideas about outlaw bikers with independent bikers will 

further attest to the overlap between the two groups. 
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Differences and Similarities Between 
Independent Bikers and Outlaw Bikers 

Formal organizational structures designate the style of 

a group and leads to control by those in leadership roles. 

Independent bikers have no formal organization. This is the 

major difference between independents and outlaw bikers. 

This lack of organization dictates the other differences 

between the two groups. There are no formal rules, 

initiation rites, regulations, leadership positions, or 

meetings controlling independent bikers' lives. 

Independents regard the club life as too oppressive. The 

lack of personal freedom is a key element in the desire to 

not be a club member. Independents do not want their riding 

habits controlled by rules and regulations. Being a club 

member means your bike has to be up to certain standards, 

otherwise you do not ride with the club and usually pay a 

fine. At a party a club member gave an independent a hard 

time about his tires. They were in bad shape: he jokingly 

was going to slash them with his knife. "I wouldn't ride 

with you," he said. 

Once the differences due to no formal organization are 

recognized, many similarities between independent and outlaw 

bikers exist. Imitative behavior by independent bikers is a 

result of the desire to be considered a legitimate biker by 

the outlaw community. It also exhibits respect for the 

outlaw group whose power and influence goes beyond its own 
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perimeters. Outlaw biker terminology is widely used and 

understood by independent bikers. Adaptation of a group's 

jargon is a way of showing approval of the group. It also 

indicates a certain amount of integration has taken place 

between the two groups. Independents do use the term outlaw, 

as well as, patch holder when referring to club members. 

Much of the traditional outlaw way of conducting social 

events has influenced the way independents do things. MDA 

fund raisers, other benefits, and parties include activities 

common to outlaw bikers. Bike bashes, bonfires, wet T-shirt 

contests (which usually turn into titty contests), and lots 

of beer drinking abound. Marriages and funerals exhibit 

outlaw style. The traditional lip kissing among brothers is 

present at both functions. Attendance is high, especially at 

funerals. Independents and outlaws attend each others 

funerals. Law enforcement knows this and they also attend 

any biker funeral in full force. The large gathering 

provides invaluable information on club members, 

independents, and associates. The shoveling of dirt into 

the grave by the bikers themselves and the placing of 

mementos in the casket or grave are common to both groups. 

Biker parties of any kind are exclusively for bikers. 

Sometimes a biker escort can get a person in without an 

invitation. Parties are held away from the general 

population whenever possible. Every biker knows to respect 
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another's bike. An independent may be more tolerant of 

someone unfamiliar with bike etiquette but I would not count 

on it. 

Organized crime links are virtually nonexistent in the 

independent biker community, although some independents may 

associate with outlaws and therefore may know of or be 

involved in their criminal activities. Outlaw club 

structure provides its members little contact with 

outsiders. This keeps them insulated from law enforcement. 

Independents are more likely to frequent bars or other 

public places making them extremely visible. Drug usage 

amount independents is a personal matter, although drug 

transactions are conducted within the community. The 

distribution of illegal substances by independents is 

nowhere close to the amount attributed to outlaw clubs by 

law enforcement officials. Club members follow strict rules 

about drug use and involvement. Members must be straight 

when attending meetings. Some clubs restrict the use of 

heroin and needles are usually not allowed. No drug rip

offs are tolerated. When making deals, persons get what they 

are promised or the deal is called off. Prospects can do no 

drugs. If a member is under the influence, another member 

can pull his riding privileges if he deems it necessary. 
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Theoretical Comparisons Between 
Independent Bikers and Outlaw Bikers 

There are a number of theories that focus upon outlaw 

biker subculture and behavioral patterns. A comparison of 

these theories with the information I collected will 

illustrate any similarities or differences between the two 

groups. Watson (1980), basing his discussion on Miller 

(1958) saw outlaw biker social forms as a lower class 

variation of bohemian dropout subcultures. Unlike such 

groups, however, outlaw bikers and independent bikers (to 

some degree) emphasize male dominance, toughness, violence, 

force, racism, the excitement of dangerous activities, and 

autonomy. The use of drugs and seeking of cheap rent 

sometimes throws bohemian types and bikers of both groups 

together. Individual freedom of choice is emphasized in 

bohemian lifestyle. This freedom is very important to 

independent bikers. Clubs, however, actually suppress 

individual freedom, while using the value to defend their 

lifestyle. Both outlaws and independents seem to be of a 

working class family background, with independents having 

more upward mobility due to their employment and expanded 

role-set. 

Watson (1982) also compared outlaw biker culture to 

religious sects. Independent bikers fit these comparisons. 

They display a high degree of dedication to their bike, 

their lifestyle, and the pursuit of righteousness. They 
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revere their Harley and strongly defend their lifestyle. 

Righteousness is achieved through right behavior. My 

description of independent biker lifestyle clearly points 

out their commitment and dedication to leading a righteous 

life. 

Montgomery (1977} applied Bloch and Niederhoffer's 

(1958} analysis of the rites of adolescence to outlaw bikers 

in explaining many aspects of the culture. Independent 

bikers fit much of this analysis. They are concerned with 

their manhood and projecting a tough guy image. I did not 

personally witness a large number of weapons in the 

independent biker community. Independents do adopt 

nicknames and argot is conspicuously present. Decoration is 

ever present among independents. Except for colors, they 

have adopted an outlaw style of dress and decoration. 

Independents do not necessarily break ties with their 

families. Nor do they go through any initiation period or 

hazing ordeals. Independents, as well as, outlaws do not 

exclude women. Both groups seem to be constantly after 

women. Independents and outlaws share a fascination with 

death. 

Hopper and Moore (1980} attempted to explain 

recruitment to biker clubs through alienation and the appeal 

of motorcycles. From their work arises the question of 

whether outlaw bikers are first alienated and this leads to 

riding motorcycles, or if riding bikes results in the 
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adoption of a subculture which involves "alienation." Hopper 

and Moore believe the love of motorcycles comes first for 

club members. I believe this to be the case with 

independents also. Their passion for Harleys is what starts 

it all. This subculture subsequently alienates its 

participants, not so much as psychological estrangement, 

than as a learned norm of subcultural defiance. 

There is also the possibility that the acceptance of a 

deviant image and lifestyle by outlaw bikers results from 

labeling and may be classified as secondary deviance (Mader 

and Palmer, 1974). Club members and independents delight in 

freaking out citizens. The more outrageous the behavior, 

the better. Suggestive conversations and frightening looks 

abound. Mader and Palmer also discuss the highly visible 

nature of outlaws. Independents are just as visible. 

Bikers rarely travel alone. They recognize the potential 

problems and dangers that may arise from being on the rode 

alone. 

As Erikson (1966) suggests, this visibility and 

easy recognition allows society and outlaw bikers to 

maintain their boundaries. Independents maintain boundaries 

but not to the extent that outlaws do. Independent 

boundaries are more permeable and punitive measures, for 

going outside the radius, are virtually nonexistent. 

Goffman's (1963) work in the dramaturgical vein focuses on 

the ways that actors manipulate gestures to create an 
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impression in a particular scene. Outlaw bikers and 

independent bikers are concerned with managing social 

scenes. They affect a sinister look with their dress and 

express a desire to be left alone with their actions. 

In conclusion, independent bikers were found to be both 

similar to and different from club members. They are 

similar in style of life but different mainly in lack of 

attachment to an organization. Since biker clubs are 

secretive and have very strict rules, one may conclude that 

independents sacrifice the security of club membership in 

favor of autonomy. On the other hand, independents often 

retain more ties to the nonbiker community than do club 

members. 

This study could not answer all the questions which 

sociologists might have about subgroups such as independent 

bikers. There is room for additional research, perhaps 

supplemented by other methods. It is hoped that the 

material presented here will aid any future researchers in 

their endeavours. 
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